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A NOTE ON BLOCKERS IN POSETS
ANDERS BJO¨RNER AND AXEL HULTMAN
Abstract. The blocker A∗ of an antichain A in a finite poset P is
the set of elements minimal with the property of having with each
member of A a common predecessor. The following is done:
(1) The posets P for which A∗∗ = A for all antichains are char-
acterized.
(2) The blocker A∗ of a symmetric antichain in the partition
lattice is characterized.
(3) Connections with the question of finding minimal size block-
ing sets for certain set families are discussed.
1. Introduction
The blocker A∗ of a set family A is a well-known construction in com-
binatorics and combinatorial optimization. Among the early references
are [Le] and [EF], and the concept is discussed in several elementary
textbooks. A crucial property in this setting is that if A is an antichain
(no set contains another), then A∗∗ = A.
The construction of blockers can be directly generalized to antichains
in any finite bounded poset. In this paper we work in this generality.
The generalized blocker construction has previously been considered
by Matveev [Ma] and by Bjo¨rner, Peeva and Sidman [BPS].
For general posets all that remains of blocker duality is the relation
A∗∗∗ = A∗, valid for every antichain A. The first question we deal with
is: What posets have the property that A∗∗ = A for all antichains A?
Such “strong blocker duality” is characterized in Section 2.
In [BPS] symmetric antichains and their blockers in the partition
lattice Πn play an important role due to their relevance for the theory
of subspace arrangements. The second question we address is: How
does one compute the blocker of a symmetric antichain in Πn? The
answer, presented in Section 3, involves both the dominance and the
refinement orderings of number partitions.
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In the final section we discuss an algebraic approach to finding min-
imal size blocking sets to set families that can be realized as families
of flats in a geometric lattice realizable over a field.
2. Posets with strong blocker duality
We begin by agreeing on some notation. A poset is bounded if it
contains unique bottom and top elements, denoted by 0ˆ and 1ˆ, respec-
tively. Let P be a bounded poset. We denote by Λ its set of atoms,
i.e. elements that cover 0ˆ, and given x ∈ P we let Λ(x) ⊆ Λ be the set
of atoms below x.
If P is a lattice, then x ∨ y and x ∧ y denotes the join (supremum)
and meet (infimum), respectively, of two elements x, y ∈ P .
We say that a set A ⊆ P is an antichain if 0ˆ /∈ A 6= ∅, and the
elements of A are pairwise incomparable with respect to the partial
ordering in P .
Definition 2.1. Let A be an antichain in a finite bounded poset P .
The blocker of A is the antichain
A∗ = min { x ∈ P | Λ(x) ∩ Λ(a) 6= ∅ for every a ∈ A } ,
where minE denotes the set of minimal elements of a subset E ⊆ P .
Remark 2.2. The requirement in this paper that P is bounded is for
convenience only. The bottom element 0ˆ plays no role whatsoever,
and the top element 1ˆ has as only function to make sure that A∗ 6= ∅
for all antichains A. Everything can be reformulated for general (non-
bounded) posets having at least one element x (not necessarily unique)
above all its atoms. We have chosen the formulation for bounded posets
since this is notationally simpler, and since the examples we have in
mind are bounded.
A partial order on the antichains in P is defined as follows: we say
that A ≤ B for two antichains if for each b ∈ B there exists an a ∈ A
such that a ≤ b.
Lemma 2.3 (cf. [BPS] and [Ma]). Let A and B be antichains in a
finite bounded poset P .
(1) If A ≤ B, then B∗ ≤ A∗.
(2) A∗∗ ≤ A.
(3) A∗∗∗ = A∗
Proof. The first two parts are straightforward from the definitions. By
part (2) we get that A∗∗∗ ≤ A∗. On the other hand, part (1) applied
to A∗∗ ≤ A yields A∗∗∗ ≥ A∗. 
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Remark 2.4. The poset of antichains in P is in fact a distributive
lattice with meet operation A∧B = min (A∪B), on which the mapping
A 7→ A∗ is a Galois connection (see e.g. [Ai] for the definitions). These
properties are not used in what follows.
As was mentioned in the Introduction, the blocker construction is
well-known for the special case when P = 2V is the Boolean lattice of
all subsets of a finite set V . In this case, A∗∗ = A for all antichains A.
This can be seen, for instance, by applying the next lemma to the case
P = 2V .
Lemma 2.5. Let V be a finite set, and suppose P is an induced sub-
poset of the Boolean lattice 2V such that ∅, V and all singletons belong
to P . Then, for two antichains A,B ⊂ P , we have B = A∗ if and only
if the following property is satisfied:
Property C: For all U ∈ P , V \ U contains no member of A if and
only if U contains a member of B.
Proof. Note that Property C is equivalent to the assertion “for all
U ∈ P , U ∩ a 6= ∅ for all a ∈ A if and only if U ⊇ b for some b ∈ B”.
Thus, Property C is satisfied if and only if B is the antichain of minimal
elements in the set {x ∈ P | x∩ a 6= ∅ for all a ∈ A}. This antichain is
precisely A∗. 
Definition 2.6. Let V be a finite set. A subposet of the Boolean lattice
2V induced by a family S ⊆ 2V is called well-complemented if (i) the
empty set and all singletons belong to S, and (ii) S is closed under
taking complements in V .
By the symmetry of Property C, it is immediate that A∗∗ = A for all
antichains A in a well-complemented poset. In fact, well-complemented
posets are characterized by this property, as we now show.
Theorem 2.7. Let P be a finite bounded poset. Then the following are
equivalent:
(1) A∗∗ = A for all antichains A in P .
(2) P is isomorphic to a well-complemented subposet of a Boolean
lattice.
(3) P satisfies
(i) if Λ(x) ⊆ Λ(y) then x ≤ y, for all x, y ∈ P ,
(ii) for all x ∈ P there exists y ∈ P such that Λ \Λ(x) = Λ(y).
Proof. The implication (2) ⇒ (1) follows from Lemma 2.5.
We show that (1) ⇒ (3). Assume that A∗∗ = A for all antichains
A ⊂ P . Note that, in particular, this implies that the map A 7→ A∗ is
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injective on antichains in P . Suppose Λ(x) ⊆ Λ(y) for some x, y ∈ P .
If x and y are incomparable, then {x, y}∗ = {x}∗ = Λ(x), contradicting
injectivity of A 7→ A∗. If, instead, x > y, we must have Λ(x) = Λ(y).
A similar contradiction is then obtained from {x}∗ = {y}∗ = Λ(x). We
conclude that x ≤ y, proving part (i).
Pick x ∈ P . We must show that Λ \Λ(x) = Λ(y) for some y ∈ P , so
suppose that this is not the case. Note that (Λ \Λ(x))∗ = min{z ∈ P |
Λ(z) ⊃ Λ\Λ(x)}. Hence, we have Λ(z)∩Λ(x) 6= ∅ for all z ∈ (Λ\Λ(x))∗,
implying that x ≥ t for some t ∈ (Λ \ Λ(x))∗∗. This, however, implies
(Λ \ Λ(x))∗∗ 6= (Λ \ Λ(x)), a contradiction.
It remains to show that (3)⇒ (2). Let 2Λ denote the Boolean lattice
of all subsets of the set Λ of atoms in P . Define a map ψ : P → 2Λ
by x 7→ Λ(x). Clearly, ψ is order-preserving, and property (i) implies
both that ψ is injective and that the inverse mapping ψ(P )→ P given
by Λ(x) 7→ x is order-preserving. Thus, P is isomorphic to ψ(P ).
By construction, ψ(P ) contains all singletons and the empty set, and
property (ii) shows that it is closed under taking complements. 
The theorem has the somewhat unexpected consequence that strong
blocker duality forces P to be isomorphic to its order dual.
Corollary 2.8. Suppose that A∗∗ = A for all antichains A in P . Then
P admits a fixed-point-free, order-reversing bijection of order 2 onto
itself.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the implication (1) ⇒ (2). 
The equivalence (1)⇔ (2) shows that the posets with strong blocker
duality and n labeled atoms are precisely the ones obtained from the
full Boolean lattice 2{1,...,n} by deleting an arbitrary family of comple-
mentary pairs of subsets, avoiding cardinalities 0, 1, n − 1, n. Thus,
there are
22
n−1−n−1
such posets, and they are pairwise distinct. Dividing by the possible
symmetries we obtain the following estimate for the number Nn of
nonisomorphic n-atom posets with strong blocker duality:
Nn ≥
22
n−1−n−1
n!
≥
22
n/n
2n2
= 2(2
n/n)−n2 .
Out of this doubly-exponential number of posets there is, however, only
one that is a lattice.
Corollary 2.9. Let L be a finite lattice. Then the following are equiv-
alent:
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(1) A∗∗ = A for all antichains A in L.
(2) L is Boolean.
Proof. We already know that (2) ⇒ (1). To prove (1) ⇒ (2), it suf-
fices to show that, for finite V , the only well-complemented subposet
of 2V which is a lattice is 2V itself. Let P ⊂ 2V be another well-
complemented subposet, and suppose S ⊂ V is maximal with the
property S 6∈ P . All coatoms (elements covered by 1ˆ = V ) and V
belong to P . Hence, S is covered by more than one element in 2V .
This means that Λ(S) has multiple minimal upper bounds in P , so
that P cannot be a lattice.

As a small example, Figure 1 shows one of the three 4-atom posets
with strong blocker duality that are not lattices.
Figure 1.
3. Symmetric blockers in partition lattices
Recall that the partition lattice Πn consists of all set partitions of
[n] = {1, . . . , n} ordered by refinement. In other words, σ ≤ τ ∈ Πn
if the equivalence relation corresponding to τ contains the one corre-
sponding to σ.
We are interested in antichains in Πn that are invariant with respect
to the natural action of the symmetric group Sn on Πn. Since, clearly,
the blocker of any Sn-invariant antichain is itself Sn-invariant, the
subject can be formulated solely in terms of orbits, i.e. in terms of
number partitions.
We need some notation. Let Pn be the set of partitions of the
number n, Ref(n) the refinement order on Pn, and Dom(n) the dom-
inance order. These partial orderings are defined as follows. Let
λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . ), µ = (µ1, µ2, . . . ) ∈ Pn, with the parts λi and µj
decreasingly arranged and
∑
λi =
∑
µj = n. Then
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(1) λ ≤ µ in Dom(n) if
∑
i≤k λi ≤
∑
j≤k µj for all k,
(2) λ ≤ µ in Ref(n) if λ can be obtained from µ by partitioning the
parts µj .
Note that the identity mapping Ref(n)→ Dom(n) is order-preserving.
Let sh : Πn → Pn be the shape map {τ1, . . . , τt} 7→ {|τ1|, . . . , |τt|}
(multiset). In the other direction, given λ ∈ Pn we let fi(λ) denote
the fiber (inverse image) in Πn, i.e. τ ∈ fi(λ) iff sh(τ) = λ. Similarly,
for S ⊆ Pn we define fi(S) = sh
−1(S).
The following theorem, characterizing blocker duality of symmetric
antichains in the partition lattice Πn, is based on the fact that every
symmetric (i.e., Sn-invariant) antichain in Πn is of the form fi(A) for
some antichain A in Ref(n).
For a poset P and x ∈ P , we write P≤x = {y ∈ P | y ≤ x}, and P<x
is defined similarly. The transpose of a number partition λ is denoted
by λ′.
Theorem 3.1. Let A ⊆ Ref(n) be an antichain. We have fi(A)∗ =
fi(B) in Πn, where
B = min
Ref(n)
Pn \
(
∪λ∈A Dom(n)≤λ′
)
.
In other words, to construct B we take the refinement-minimal number
partitions among those that are not dominated by any λ′, λ ∈ A.
Proof. It suffices to show that, given λ, µ ∈ Pn, there exist set parti-
tions σ ∈ fi(λ) and τ ∈ fi(µ) with σ∧τ = 0ˆ if and only if λ′ dominates
µ.
We have a 1-1 correspondence between pairs of set partitions σ, τ ∈
Πn and bipartite graphs with n labeled edges and no isolated vertices as
follows. Given σ, τ ∈ Πn, the vertex set of the graph can be thought of
as the set of blocks in σ and τ . The graph is constructed by letting the
i-th edge connect the block containing i in σ and the block containing
i in τ . The crucial observation is that this graph contains multiple
edges if and only if τ ∧ σ 6= 0ˆ. By the Gale-Ryser Theorem, there is
a bipartite graph with degree sequences λ, µ ∈ Pn without multiple
edges if and only if λ′ dominates µ. Hence the theorem. 
Example 3.2. As a special case of the theorem we observe that the
antichain fi((p, 1n−p)) of all set partitions of hook type (p, 1n−p) is the
blocker in Πn of the antichain Ap consisting of all partitions with p− 1
blocks. Conversely, Ap is the blocker of fi((p, 1
n−p)).
Corollary 3.3. The blocker of every Sn-invariant antichain in Πn
contains a hook shape antichain fi((p, 1n−p)) for some p. In particular,
fi(λ) is itself a blocker if and only if λ is a hook shape.
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Proof. Let A ⊆ Ref(n) be an antichain. In Ref(n) as well as in Dom(n),
the hook shapes form a chain from the bottom element to the top el-
ement. Thus, Pn \ (∪λ∈ADom(n)≤λ′) contains a unique µ = (p, 1
n−p)
which is both refinement-minimal and dominance-minimal among the
hook shapes. Now, Ref(n)<µ has a unique dominance-maximal ele-
ment, namely (p − 1, 1n−p+1). Thus, µ is refinement-minimal in Pn \
(∪λ∈ADom(n)≤λ′).
For the last assertion, see Example 3.2. 
Corollary 3.4. The map A 7→ fi(A)∗ determines a bijection between
antichains in Dom(n) and Sn-invariant blockers in Πn.
Proof. In this proof, let X = {A ⊆ Ref(n) | A is an antichain} and
Y = {A ⊆ Dom(n) | A is an antichain}. Define φ : X → Y by letting
φ(A) be the set of dominance-minimal elements in A. From the fact
that the identity mapping Ref(n)→ Dom(n) is order-preserving follows
that φ is surjective.
Note that, for A,B ∈ X , we have ∪λ∈ADom(n)≤λ′ = ∪λ∈BDom(n)≤λ′
if and only if φ(A) = φ(B). By Theorem 3.1, this implies φ(A) =
φ(B) ⇔ fi(A)∗ = fi(B)∗. Thus, φ(A) 7→ fi(φ(A))∗ = fi(A)∗ is a
bijection from Y to the set of Sn-invariant blockers in Πn.

4. Subspace arrangements and blocker ideals
Here we review some necessary background for the following section.
This concerns subspace arrangements, which provided the motivation
for the blocker construction in [BPS]. For background and details con-
cerning subspace arrangements, see [Bj].
Let k be a field, and consider an arrangement A of subspaces of kn.
The vanishing ideal IA ⊆ k[x1, . . . , xn] is the ideal of polynomials that
are identically zero on all subspaces in A. It is an intriguing problem
to determine generators for IA.
Now, the arrangement A can always be embedded in a hyperplane
arrangement H. In particular, A can be considered an antichain in the
intersection lattice LH (a geometric lattice). In this setting, we may
define the blocker ideal
BA,H = 〈{
∏
H∈Λ(B)
ℓH | B ∈ A
∗}〉,
where ℓH is the defining linear form of the hyperplane H .
It is easy to see that BA,H ⊆ IA, and this inclusion is in general strict.
However, it turns out that in several of the cases where generators for
IA are known, we actually have BA,H = IA.
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One particularly interesting and rich class of subspace arrangements
is the class of orbit arrangements, which we now define. The braid ar-
rangement An is the arrangement of hyperplanes defined by the equa-
tions xi = xj for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Its intersection lattice LAn is naturally
isomorphic to the partition lattice Πn. The symmetric group Sn acts
on the braid arrangement by permuting the indices, and the subspace
arrangements that correspond to Sn-invariant antichains in LAn we
call orbit arrangements. As in the previous section, there is a 1-1 cor-
respondence between orbit arrangements and antichains in Ref(n). We
let Aλ denote the arrangement corresponding to the partition λ.
Two interesting cases where it is known that BA,H = IA are when
A = A(p,1n−p) and A = ∪Aλ (union over all λ with p− 1 parts). These
results are due to Li and Li [LL] and to Kleitman and Lova´sz [Lo],
respectively. In view of Example 3.2, note that (given p) either of the
two arrangements is the blocker of the other. Actually, only blockers
can be expected to have the property BA,H = IA. This is so because of
the following consequence of [BPS, Theorem 3.3.4], if k is algebraically
closed:
(1) BA,H = IA =⇒ A
∗∗ = A.
5. Minimal blocking sets
Again, suppose A is an antichain in a finite bounded poset P . We
say that a subset S ⊆ Λ of the atoms is A-intersecting if S ∩ Λ(a) 6= ∅
for all a ∈ A. Clearly, Λ(b) is A-intersecting for every b ∈ A∗.
Definition 5.1. The antichain A has the Tura´n property if the small-
est cardinality of any A-intersecting atom set is min{|Λ(b)| | b ∈ A∗}.
To motivate this definition, again consider the antichain fi((p, 1n−p))
in Πn consisting of all set partitions of shape (p, 1
n−p) for some fixed
p. We may think of Πn as the lattice of all clique graphs (i.e., graphs
such that every connected component is a clique) on vertex set [n], the
atoms of Πn corresponding to the set of edges. Then, the assertion
that fi((p, 1n−p)) has the Tura´n property is equivalent to the assertion
that the smallest number of edges in any graph that intersects every
p-clique is attained in a clique graph on p − 1 cliques. By passing to
complements, one sees that this is precisely the famous Tura´n theorem
of graph theory.
It seems reasonable to inquire which antichains have the Tura´n prop-
erty. In particular, if antichains in Πn corresponding to Sn-orbits have
the Tura´n property, this gives rise to Tura´n type graph theorems.
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In their paper, Li and Li [LL] point out that their theorem implies
the original Tura´n theorem. Their argument can be generalized to
obtain the following.
Theorem 5.2. Let A be a subspace arrangement embedded in a hyper-
plane arrangement H. If BA,H = IA, then A has the Tura´n property
(viewed as an antichain in LH).
Proof. Suppose A does not have the Tura´n property. Then there exists
a set of hyperplanes S ⊆ H whose union contains all subspaces in
A, and |S| < |Λ(B)| for all B ∈ A∗. Thus, by definition, we have
deg(p) > |S| for all p ∈ BA,H. However, it is easy to see that
∏
H∈S
ℓH ∈ IA,
where, again, ℓH is the defining linear form of a hyperplane H . This
polynomial has degree |S|, and therefore BA,H 6= IA. 
Example 5.3. We illustrate what this says with a small example,
where H is taken to be the braid arrangement A6 and hence LH ∼= Π6.
Let A = {222, 3111} and B = {42, 51} be two antichains in Ref(6).
One sees from Theorem 3.1 that fi(A)∗ = fi(B) and fi(B)∗ = fi(A)
in Π6. It was checked in Example 3.4.3 of [BPS] that the blocker ideal
equals the vanishing ideal for the corresponding orbit arrangements in
both cases. Thus, Theorem 5.2 applies.
What the Tura´n property then means in the case A = {222, 3111}
is the following: The maximal number of edges of a graph on 6 vertices
not containing three independent edges or a 3-clique equals
max{#K4,2,#K5,1}=max{8, 5} = 8. Here #Kn,m denotes the number
of edges in the complete bipartite graphKn,m. Note that if we excluded
only a 3-clique, the answer would be max{#K3,3,#K4,2,#K5,1} = 9,
which of course agrees with Tura´n’s theorem.
Similarly, what the Tura´n property means in the case B = {42, 51}
is: The maximal number of edges of a graph on 6 vertices not containing
either a 4-clique and an independent edge or a 5-clique, equals
max{#K2,2,2,#K3,1,1,1}=max{12, 12} = 12.
Remark 5.4. The converse of Theorem 5.2 does not hold in general,
not even for blockers. A construction of D. Kozlov (see [BPS, Example
4.2.2]) yields an arrangement A of two subspaces embedded in an ar-
rangement H of four hyperplanes such that A has the Tura´n property,
but BA,H 6= IA. Moreover, A is a blocker in LH.
Example 5.5. A graph-theoretic theorem by Simonovits [Si, Theorem
2.2] implies (as a special case) that for a fixed number partition λ ∈ Pm,
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and for n large enough, the largest graph on vertex set [n] that does
not contain the clique graph corresponding to λ is the complement of
a clique graph. Phrased in our language, this means precisely that the
antichain fi((λ, 1n−m)) in Πn has the Tura´n property. By Corollary
3.3, this antichain is not a blocker (unless λ is a hook shape), so, by
(1), its blocker ideal does not equal its vanishing ideal. Thus, we have
another example showing that the converse of Proposition 5.2 is false.
Example 5.6. It is easy to find antichains in Πn that do not satisfy
the Tura´n property. One example is the antichain of any pair of atoms
in Π3. However, the only class of Sn-invariant counterexamples that
we know of is the following.
Consider the partition λ = (2r) for some r. Using Theorem 3.1, one
readily verifies that fi(λ)∗ = fi((r+1, 1r−1)) in Π2r. Thus, the assertion
that fi(λ) has the Tura´n property is equivalent to the assertion that the
smallest number of edges in any graph on vertex set [2r] that intersects
every complete matching is attained in an (r + 1)-clique. However, a
star (the graph containing every possible edge from a single vertex)
also intersects every complete matching, and the star has fewer edges
than the (r + 1)-clique if r ≥ 3.
We end by describing a class of symmetric antichains with the Tura´n
property which is not produced by Theorem 5.2. Let Fq be the finite
field on q elements, and consider the geometric lattice Lnq of all sub-
spaces of Fnq ordered by inclusion. The analogue of orbit arrangements
would in this case be antichains that are invariant under the action
of GL(n, q), i.e. antichains Ak that contain every subspace of a given
dimension k.
Clearly, A∗k = An−k+1. The following proposition is therefore a refor-
mulation of Theorem 3.5 in [Hi, p. 87], which says that a set of points in
PG(n, q) that intersects every k-dimensional subspace has cardinality
at least 1 + q + · · ·+ qn−k.
Proposition 5.7. The antichain Ak ⊂ L
n
q , which consists of all k-
dimensional subspaces of Fnq , has the Tura´n property.
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